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Canon XS-20L Ink/Paper Set - 20 Prints

Brand : Canon Product code: 4119C002

Product name : XS-20L Ink/Paper Set - 20 Prints

- Enjoy rich, vibrant, archival quality images you can hold
- Prints will last for up to 100 years when kept away from direct sunlight
- 72 x 85 mm prints are perfect for the Instagram user and have a thicker writing edge, making them
ideal for scrapbooking
- Ideal for parties and social events
- Prints have a protective layer which resists water and spillages
- This sticker paper provides prints with a protective water-resistant layer and is ideal for personalising a
scrapbook or wall with your favourite snaps
XS-20L Ink/Paper Set - 20 Prints

Canon XS-20L Ink/Paper Set - 20 Prints:

The unique XS-20L sticker paper allows you to print square images with a border for writing on,
reminiscent of traditional instant film. The prints offer a cool retro look, and look great displayed on a
wall or in a scrapbook. For maximum simplicity, the XS-20L is sold as a paper and ink set, designed to
work for a certain amount of prints after which the ink is exchanged. This ensures that images are
always ready to print.

Features

Print technology Inkjet
Sheets per pack 20 sheets
Printing material shelf life 100 year(s)
Compatible products SELPHY SQUARE QX10

Packaging data

Package type Box

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 37032000
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